Scotty Chase:
2075

Series Overview
Our series centers around three incredible
kids – Scotty, Macon and Tamika. These three
friends have a relationship similar to that of the
three main characters in the Harry Potter books/
movies - Harry, Ron & Hermione. Our series bible has more detailed information about each of
these characters and their strengths. All three
kids are 11 years old and are above average in
intelligence and trust each other implicitly.

The concept for Scotty Chase: 2075 was originally based on the 60’s Hanna-Barbera
primetime animation Jonny Quest. This was the first time a cartoon with realistic settings was ever shown to American audiences. This series showed violence and kids in
danger – which was controversial at the time – but ended up being a huge hit. It only
ran one season because the show was too costly to produce.

Scotty Chase will be far more than just shooting and action. We will also have suspense and scary episodes as well – and probably a few light-hearted comedic ones
too. One thing we recall from the old Jonny Quest show was how scary some of them
were – in fact the creator of Scotty Chase can still easily recall the feeling of watching
“Curse of Anubis” or “The Invisible Monster” when he first saw them. They were terrifying but he ALWAYS enjoyed watching them – and he never forgot them!

Jonny Quest: The Invisible Monster

Jonny Quest: The Curse of Anumbis

The Initial Premise. . .
Originally the Scotty Chase series was going to begin with stories
centered “around Earth.” Climate change is devastating the planet
- Unchecked pollution has killed much of the oceans’ sea life. Bottom line: Earth is dying. Our team of families – Scotty’s, Macon’s and
Tamika’s – are racing against time to evacuate Earth before it becomes impossible to live on the surface and millions more die. Super
storms ravage the planet along with tornados and extreme drought.
(Note: A decision will be made on how much or how little emphasis
will be placed on climate change.)
But humans always find hope. They fight to survive. A tremendous
number of large space stations and moonbases have been and are
being constructed to house the refugees from Earth - but it’s not
been enough. All of these stations and bases are overcrowded and
living conditions are growing worse. Unless something is done quickly, a tragedy of biblical proportions will soon devastate the human
race. (Note: Here again, emphasis on this topic can be high or low.)
Chase Industries has developed the third generation of nanotechnology that allows construction of new space stations far quicker than
ever before. Doctor Eric Chase has begun construction of a super
space station around Mars as well as super-ships to transport thousands of people at a time to the station.. This station will have the
capacity to house billions of people and animals in relative comfort
and allow easy access to Mars - another place for humans to colonize and explore. But it will not be ready for the mass influx of refugees for many months to come. And Chase and his team are providing these new stations to the people of Earth for free to save those
who can’t pay.
Competing corporations are livid. Even though Chase Industries is
helping the vast majority of refugees charging little or nothing for tickets into space and to a new life, these corporations want Eric Chase
and Chase Industries stopped at any cost. If they succeed, billions
may die and the future of civilization may be left in the hands of a
few greedy individuals that put power and profit over lives. And these
corporations have a great deal of money that is being spent on secret projects – like a huge robot army to take over governments and
anti-matter bombs to destroy huge space stations – they are greedy
and power-hungry and will stop at nothing until they succeed.

Something Different. . .
Something different that we would also like to do with Scotty
Chase: 2075, is actually have the characters AGE. Perhaps every
year is another year older for the characters. Then kids can actually grow up WITH our characters. As they turn a year older, so do
our audience. Later, younger kids can watch the original episodes
and move into the future with their favorite characters aging right
along with them. So we would see Scotty Chase: 2075, then 2076,
2077 and so on. Each year would have a different opening – similar to how the 1990’s show Babylon 5 did for each year. (This is
ONLY a possibility; we are open to changing this if necessary.)
Action and adventure will be the prime ingredients of Scotty Chase
moving forward. The biggest problem we saw in the pilot episode
was lack of action and pacing – but then this was a “proof of concept” to see how expensive the show could be produced. We
proved that we CAN create a CG cartoon for a low budget. Our
initial error was creating a complete pilot when instead we should
have focused on just one exciting well-created scene.
Should Scotty Chase begin actual production, the quality of the
animation seen in our concept pilot will dramtaically increase and
most likely surpass that of Star Wars The Clone Wars and other
high-end CG cartoon productions.
We will have a team of experienced writers creating explosive episodes for our show. There will be major conflicts between corporations’ robot forces and “the good guys” which will lead to a great
number of stories with lots of action – FAR more than we saw in
the extended pilot. Add to that spaceships shooting at each other
and we will have all of the “shootem-up action” we could want. Action and adventure will not be lacking.
Our stories will be incredibly varied – the excitement of bringing
people off Earth as well as the drama taking place on the many
space stations circling the planet provides us with a huge canvas
on which to paint our stories. Preparing huge ships to take hundreds of thousands of people (an animals) to the Super Space
Station around Mars all the while attempting to thwart the plans
of power-hungry corporations will give us many stories in our first
season of episodes.

How it begins. . .
The first season of Scotty Chase: 2075 will be located as originally
planned – on and around Earth.
The very first episode deals with the rescue of Scotty and Tamika’s mothers who are in a research station on the coast of the
US – JUST as a super hurricane approaches that will wipe out the
research station and kill everyone. Macon’s mom is on the Brazil
Space Elevator that is being rocked by this hurricane – it will soon
be destroyed with Kelly Lancer in danger and falling towards the
ground in her pressure suit.
Chase is forbidden by the government from going to rescue his
wife, friends and colleagues in their new ship because Chase
is too valuable. He of course ignores them and – along with the
three kids – attempt to rescue their loved ones on the surface.
They arrive just before a huge tidal wave is detected bearing down
on the facility and no apparent escape. Scotty, Macon and Tamika
discover the one chance they may have - but do they have time to
implement their plan?
This first episode will be a two to three-part story filled with incredible visuals. It will also set the stage for WHY Earth is being
evacuated and the reasons why Eric Chase and his friends are so
driven to help save the life on the surface and in the seas.
We envision stories and action comparable to that seen in Star
Wars The Clone Wars and Thunderbirds are Go – nonstop and
highly entertaining for not only kids but adults as well.
The second season we envision taking place primarily on the Super Space Station and Mars - as shown in the original pilot. This is
when the refugees will begin to arrive – many more action stories
will present themselves here. There will also be ships carrying
MANY animals from around the world – including those created in
genetics labs… namely DINOSAURS. And you don’t have to use
a great deal of imagination to think of all of the stories we can use
here.
We will also be exploring time travel, alternate dimensions and
parallel universes. The number of potential storylines is truly mindboggling.

In Conclusion. . .

Scotty Chase: 2075 is the story of one extraordinary boy and his friends in an incredible setting with incredible stories. It is the story of the transition of humanity from its
cradle (Earth) into our solar system - and beyond - and how this incredible move affects Scotty, his family and friends - and the rest of civilization.
Utilizing state of the art CG coupled with motion capture, we can make Scotty Chase
THE show that kids can watch with their parents - and their parents won’t be bored to
tears. Kids will find it difficult to wait for the next show and will eat up as much as we
can put online for them.
A Scotty Chase: 2075 Series Bible is available.
Scotty Chase will have…
-

monsters
jet packs
robots & droids
cyborgs
space stations
space ships
moonbases
parallel worlds
alternate realities
climate change catastrophes
time travel into the past AND future
robot attack ships
extinct (?) alien civilizations
science experiments gone awry

The list is endless and we have LOTS of imagination to tap. We hope you see the
potential in Scotty Chase: 2075. We are also willing to work with any distributor to
make any changes that may help to create a more spectacular, interesting AND profitable show.
If you have any questions, please let me know and I’ll be happy to answer them.
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